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Poems Modern Library
INSTANT INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER A beautiful tale
of hope, courage, and
sisterhood—inspired by the
real House of Mercy and the
girls confined there for
daring to break the rules.
Growing up in New York City
in the 1910s, Luella and
Effie Tildon realize that
even as wealthy young women,
their freedoms come with
limits. But when the sisters
discover a shocking secret
about their father, Luella,
the brazen elder sister,
becomes emboldened to do as
she pleases. Her rebellion
comes with consequences, and
one morning Luella is
mysteriously gone. Effie
suspects her father has sent
Luella to the House of Mercy
and hatches a plan to get
herself committed to save her
sister. But she made a
miscalculation, and with no
one to believe her story,
Effie’s own escape seems
impossible—unless she can
trust an enigmatic girl named
Mable. As their fates
entwine, Mable and Effie must
rely on their tenuous
friendship to survive. Home
for Unwanted Girls meets The
Dollhouse in this
atmospheric, heartwarming
story that explores not only
the historical House of
Mercy, but the lives—and
secrets—of the girls who

stayed there. “Burdick has
spun a cautionary tale of
struggle and survival, love
and family — and above all,
the strength of the heart, no
matter how broken.” — New
York Times Book Review
“Burdick reveals the perils
of being a woman in 1913 and
exposes the truths of their
varying social circles.” —
Chicago Tribune
Sweetest Little Sin Good Press
Red is the color of blood, sacrifice, danger, and
courage. It’s also associated with heat,
passion, and sexuality. When two people meet
unexpectedly with an inexplicable attraction
that defies common understanding...it can be
called RED SIN. Julia and Van found one
another in a shaken snow globe. Stranded in a
blizzard, they embraced being two individuals
with no last names. The plan was to walk away
from each other with no regrets—until that plan
changed. Julia’s life was delivered a
staggering blow the day she discovered her
fiancé’s infidelity. The night she met a
handsome stranger, one who showed her the
possibility of a life filled with more than the
fulfillment of expectations, she took a chance.
When it comes to business, Donovan Sherman
is a wolf—a bloodthirsty carnivore who leaves
wounded prey and victims in his wake. He
learned from the best, his onetime nemesis and
now-mentor, Lennox Demetri, who showed
him that opportunities are only ripe for those
willing to risk it all, a lesson Donovan took to
heart. With Julia McGrath, Donovan must
decide if this beautiful woman who showed
him the meaning of red sin will fall victim as
his prey or if after experiencing the unbridled
passion, there is more that he wants. From
New York Times bestselling author Aleatha
Romig comes a brand-new age-gap, family
saga, chance meeting, contemporary romantic-
suspense novel in the world of high finance,
where success is sweet and revenge is sweeter.
Have you been Aleatha’d? *RED SIN is a full-
length novel and book one of the new SIN
SERIES.
God Carlos Rizzoli Publications
“[A]n homage to true love, painful
childhood experiences, and emotional scars
that last a lifetime. It’s a story of
forgiveness, especially for one’s

self⋯.Extraordinary.” —The Washington
Post From “America’s librarian” and
NPR books commentator Nancy Pearl
comes an emotionally riveting debut novel
about an unlikely marriage at a crossroads.
George and Lizzie have radically different
understandings of what love and marriage
should be. George grew up in a warm and
loving family—his father an orthodontist,
his mother a stay-at-home mom—while
Lizzie grew up as the only child of two
famous psychologists, who viewed her more
as an in-house experiment than a child to
love. Over the course of their marriage,
nothing has changed—George is happy;
Lizzie remains⋯unfulfilled. When a
shameful secret from Lizzie’s past
resurfaces, she’ll need to face her fears in
order to accept the true nature of the
relationship she and George have built over
a decade together. With pitch-perfect prose
and compassion and humor to spare,
George and Lizzie is an intimate story of
new and past loves, the scars of childhood,
and an imperfect marriage at its defining
moments.
In Cold Blood Kendall Ryan
John Murphy is tormented by nightmares. A
bestselling young-adult author, he writes the
ultimate fantasy: stories where good always
triumphs. He knows better. His past has shown
him the worst in people—and in himself. When
he moves next door to the sexy, vibrant Livvy—a
woman completely unlike his usual one-night
stands—he's driven to explore every curve of her
delicious body. Pastry chef Livvy knows that
giving in to the temptation that is John Murphy
won't lead to anything permanent, but she
deserves a passionate summer fling. John
discovers she's as sweet as the confections she
bakes while Livvy slowly unravels his secrets. But
what will happen when she uncovers them all?
104,200 words
RED SIN Akashic Books
Seven years after the death of Anton
Chekhov, his sister, Maria, wrote to a
friend, "You asked for someone who
could write a biography of my
deceased brother. If you recall, I
recommended Iv. Al. Bunin . . . . No
one writes better than he; he knew
and understood my deceased brother
very well; he can go about the
endeavor objectively. . . . I repeat, I
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would very much like this biography to
correspond to reality and that it be
written by I.A. Bunin." In About
Chekhov Ivan Bunin sought to free the
writer from limiting political, social,
and aesthetic assessments of his life
and work, and to present both in a
more genuine, insightful, and personal
way. Editor and translator Thomas
Gaiton Marullo subtitles About
Chekhov "The Unfinished Symphony,"
because although Bunin did not
complete the work before his death in
1953, he nonetheless fashioned his
memoir as a moving orchestral work
on the writers' existence and art. . . .
"Even in its unfinished state, About
Chekhov stands not only as a stirring
testament of one writer's respect and
affection for another, but also as a
living memorial to two highly creative
artists." Bunin draws on his intimate
knowledge of Chekhov to depict the
writer at work, in love, and in relation
with such writers as Tolstoy and
Gorky. Through anecdotes and
observations, spirited exchanges and
reflections, this memoir draws a
unique portrait that plumbs the depths
and complexities of two of Russia's
greatest writers.
Talk Dirty to Me Romig Works LLC
Newly arrived in New York City in
1910, Bella is desperate to send
money home to her family in Italy, and
becomes one of the hundreds of
workers at the Triangle Shirtwaist
Factory. But one fateful March night, a
spark ignites some cloth in the
factory, resulting in a fire that will
become one of the worst workplace
disasters in history.
Sweet as Sin Farrar, Straus and
Giroux
ALL-CONSUMING DESIRE . . . Izel
Campbell was raised to believe she is
an immortal Fionn with the magical
skills of persuasion. But when she
travels to Scotland to visit her
ancestral home, Izel discovers that
she is actually the world's last living
human. Forced to run for her life, Izel
crosses paths with Kelvin Kerr, the
Campbells' greatest foe-and the most
magnificent warrior she has ever
seen. BURNS BRIGHTEST . . . A
thousand-year-old battle chief of the
Kerr clan, Kelvin lives only to avenge
his father, who died at the hands of
the bloody Campbells. Honor demands
he kill the Campbell heir, but when he
learns that the lovely Izel is both
Campbell and human, Kelvin is torn
between duty and desire . . . ON THE
DARKEST DAY Word Count: 86,000.
This is Book 1 in The Immortal Heat
series.

The Help Simon and Schuster
A sizzling standalone romance by USA
Today bestseller Ember Casey.Never
trust a bad boy with your heart.
Especially when that bad boy is one of
Hollywood's notorious Fontaine
brothers...Ashlyn just wants to move
on with her life. Run her bakery. Heal
her broken heart. She's had three
years to try and forget Dante
Fontaine.To the rest of the world,
Dante is Hollywood royalty, the
ridiculously attractive oldest son of
the notorious Fontaine family.To
Ashlyn? He's the guy who made her
swear off men forever.But when an
accidental--and humiliating--encounter
brings him back into her life, Ashlyn
realizes that no matter how hard she's
tried to forget him, Dante definitely
hasn't forgotten her....and this time,
he's not going to let her go.Meet the
Fontaines: Hollywood royalty. L.A.'s
most notorious bad boys. Permanent
stars of the tabloids. And the
wickedest, most devilish lovers
around...THE FONTAINES
SERIES:Book 0 - The Secret to
Seduction (Felicia Liddle + Roman
Everet)Book 1 - The Sweet Taste of
Sin (Dante Fontaine + Ashlyn
Worth)Book 2 - The Lies Between the
Lines (Luca Fontaine + Emilia
Torres)Book 3 - The Mystery of You
(Rafe Fontaine + Edie Marshall)Book
4 - The Thrill of Temptation (Orlando
Fontaine + Maggie Blankenship)
The Darkest Day Carina Press
Cleo The Magnificent; Or, The Muse of
the Real by Louis Zangwill is a
mesmerizing novel that delves into the
glitzy and glamorous world of the arts.
With elegant prose and exquisite
character development, Zangwill weaves
a tale of passion, ambition, and the allure
of fame. The novel follows the captivating
protagonist, Cleo, as she rises to fame
and faces the challenges and intrigues of
the art world, making this a compelling
and heartfelt exploration of the pursuit of
artistic excellence.

The Spanish Cavalier: a Story of
Seville University of Chicago Press
The respectful prostitute. Four
plays written by the French
existentialist philosopher and
writer addressing such topics as
hell, racism, and conduct of life.
Years of adventure, 1874-1920
HarperOne
Is it possible to propose a world formed
by love and interpreted from a feeling of
wonder without falling into the doctrines
inherent in the different religious
languages?

The Sumerians Grove/Atlantic, Inc.
Dear Sexy AF Intern, I know you
don't particularly care that I'm the

CEO of this company, and you're
just an intern. I also know you're
not impressed by my power or my
wealth, and that's fine. You think
you've got me all figured out from
working alongside me for two
weeks, but you don't know me. Not
really. You don't know that I'm a
single dad to twin toddlers, or that
those two little girls matter more to
me than this entire hotel chain. I'm
not interested in starting something
deep and meaningful, but what I am
interested in is the way your body
reacts to mine when we're in the
same room. You probably assume
the concentration on my face is
work-related, when in reality, I'm
figuring out which I want more--to
nail you against the wall, or to bend
you over my desk. While you're too
disciplined to act on it, I'm not. And
the night you stepped into my limo,
all bets were off.
What the Greek Can't Resist
Northwestern University Press
Heretofore Mr. Lang and his wife have
dealt largely with folk-lore and legendary
romance; now they find it necessary to
turn to reality. As a trade-mark, they
adhere to the rainbow nomenclature, but '
The red book of heroes ' claims to be
history, wherein the lives represented
are marked by two dominant
characteristics, honor and
courage.Accounts of such heroes as
Florence Nightingale. John Howard the
philanthropist, Hannibal, Father Damien,
the apostle of the lepers, the Marquis of
Montrose, the little Abbess, and others.
"It would surely be an abnormal child who
would not welcome ' The red book of
heroes ' among his Christmas gifts." -
N.Y. Times "Mrs. Lang has a very pretty
story-telling gift of her own. while Mr.
Lang does his part in giving the books a
background of scholarship." - The
Outlook. This book is fully illustrated and
annotated with a rare extensive
biographical sketch of the author, Andrew
Lang, written by Sir Edmund Gosse, CB,
a contemporary poet and writer.
About Chekhov Broadway Books
From one of our most important scholars
and civil rights activist icon, a powerful
study of the women’s liberation
movement and the tangled knot of
oppression facing Black women. “Angela
Davis is herself a woman of undeniable
courage. She should be heard.”—The New
York Times Angela Davis provides a
powerful history of the social and political
influence of whiteness and elitism in
feminism, from abolitionist days to the
present, and demonstrates how the racist
and classist biases of its leaders
inevitably hampered any collective
ambitions. While Black women were aided
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by some activists like Sarah and Angelina
Grimke and the suffrage cause found
unwavering support in Frederick
Douglass, many women played on the
fears of white supremacists for political
gain rather than take an intersectional
approach to liberation. Here, Davis not
only contextualizes the legacy and pitfalls
of civil and women’s rights activists, but
also discusses Communist women, the
murder of Emmitt Till, and Margaret
Sanger’s racism. Davis shows readers
how the inequalities between Black and
white women influence the contemporary
issues of rape, reproductive freedom,
housework and child care in this bold and
indispensable work.

Parisian Chic Ember Casey
Brenda Ueland was a journalist,
editor, freelance writer, and teacher
of writing. In If You Want to Write: A
Book about Art, Independence and
Spirit she shares her philosophies on
writing and life in general. Ueland
firmly believed that anyone can write,
that everyone is talented, original, and
has something important to say. In
this book she explains how find that
spark that will make you a great
writer. Carl Sandburg called this book
the best book ever written about how
to write. Join the millions of others
who've found inspiration and unlocked
their own talent.

Les Mains Sales Harlequin
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Celebrity model In�s de la
Fressange shares the well-kept
secrets of how Parisian women
maintain effortless glamour and a
timeless allure. In�s de la
Fressange—France’s icon of
chic—shares her personal tips for
living with style and charm, gleaned
from decades in the fashion
industry. She offers specific
pointers on how to dress like a
Parisian, including how to mix
affordable basics with high-fashion
touches, and how to accessorize.
Her step-by-step do’s and don’ts
are accompanied by fashion
photography, and the book is
personalized with her charming
drawings. In�s also shares how to
bring Parisian chic into your home,
and how to insert your signature
style into any space—even the
office. The ultrachic volume is
wrapped with a three-quarter-
height removable jacket and
features offset aquarelle paper and
a ribbon page marker. Complete
with her favorite addresses for
finding the ultimate fashion and
decorating items, this is a must-

have for any woman who wants to
add a touch of Paris to her own
style.
Night Film Library of Alexandria
First published in 1985. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.

Women, Race, & Class Forever Yours
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
A stunning “portrait of the enduring
grace of friendship” (NPR) about the
families we are born into, and those
that we make for ourselves. A
masterful depiction of love in the
twenty-first century. NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD FINALIST • MAN
BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST •
WINNER OF THE KIRKUS PRIZE A
Little Life follows four college
classmates—broke, adrift, and buoyed
only by their friendship and
ambition—as they move to New York in
search of fame and fortune. While
their relationships, which are tinged
by addiction, success, and pride,
deepen over the decades, the men are
held together by their devotion to the
brilliant, enigmatic Jude, a man
scarred by an unspeakable childhood
trauma. A hymn to brotherly bonds
and a masterful depiction of love in
the twenty-first century, Hanya
Yanagihara’s stunning novel is about
the families we are born into, and
those that we make for ourselves.
Look for Hanya Yanagihara’s latest
bestselling novel, To Paradise.
The Red Book Of Heroes (Illustrated
& Annotated Edition) Vintage
He's the powerful CEO. I'm the know-
it-all intern. Things went further than
they should have, but I don't have any
regrets. Well, maybe just one . . . I
went and did the one thing he told me
not to--fall in love with him. Now I
have seven days to prove my trust
and devotion. Turns out money is a
powerful drug, but love is even more
addictive. Seven Nights of Sin is the
stunningly sexy and heart-tugging
conclusion to The Two Week
Arrangement.
No Exit Harlequin
Original publication and copyright
date: 2009.
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